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'Rhe following is a report of an investigation into

the adaptability of stairlse iron to the manufacture of

vocuperator parts*

This -material is being considered because it seems

to ofier a solution to the corrosion problem and at the

same time to be a metal with sufficiently high physical

properties to properly perform this duty. Some of. these

reculprators are now being manufactured at Rock Island

Arsenal*

Rock Island Arsenal obtained their material from the

Runtless Iron Corporation of America, 1001 Edison Highway,

Baltimore, Maryland under the following specificationi,

Stainless iron to be annealed but not

pickled and to have the following approx-

imate chemical analysis*

Carbon------ - - - -. 2 Maxe

Manganese- .----- --. 35- .60

Silicon- - - - - - - - - -. 50 Max.

Phosphorus -.-.-... .03 Max.

Sulphur- --. ----.--- 03 kax.

Chromium ........ .05 - 13.00



Brinell hardness that will be furnished

in the annealed state 207 Max,

After rough machining, this material will be heat

treated at this arsenal to have the following physical

properties*

Tensile strength - - - - - - 170,000 Lbs.
per Sq. In.

Yield Point.-........ 150,000 Lbs*per 6q* In*

Elongation .. . . .16%

Reduction of Area--. -. 50%

Brinell {Hardness - - - - -- 350

In this material, it is desired to secure the highest

rust and corrosion resisting qualities possible for the

manufacture of recoil mechanisms for gun carriages. Mater-

ial to be furnished and tested in accordance with Ordnance

Department Specifications No. 57-107B except ,-here detailed

specifications deviate therefrom.

The material furnished was Rustless Iron Cor~oz'ation's.

Defirust Rustless Iron. It was furnished in bars of the

folloving sizes.

1-3/4" round

211

2- 3/ 4 " "

3-5/8"

511



rFrom these bars, cylinders having the following wall

thicknesses at the time they were heat treated were manu-

factured*

Air cylinders, wall thickness 13/16"

Recoil cylinders, wall thickness 11/16"

Oil cylinders, wall thickness 13/1611

Equilibrator cylinders, wall thickness 3/8"

Equiliboator Plungers, wall thickness 9/16"

Chemical analysis of the two lots as received gave the

following ret'ults,

Lot No. I Lot Ho. 2

C. 'O0 - .09 10

"Mon .35- *38 .40- *42

Cr. 12960 -I00 12940-12,80

The general method of manufactura adapted was to drill

out the center of the bar in the Stecher drill to approx-

imately 1/8" less than the finished diameter and to rouap

turn the exterior of the baro The tubos thus -,-rtial3y

machined were heat treated and then fin sh machined*

The heat treatnent of this material p,:oved rather

troublesome, The cylinders, approximately 0O inches iL,

length, were so long that there was no equilment availat.i

in which these parts could be oil quenched in a vertical

position* Lnawuch as stainless irons and steelu are In
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on the side toward the central pipe throughout their length*

The cylinder to be quenched was drawn out of the furnace#

lifted and dropped down over the central pipe thus giving

a positive rapid flow of air on both the interior and ex-

terior of the hot cylinderso The standardized heat treat-

mont adopted was to bring the cylinders to 18250F, allow

them to soak at this temperature for 1-1/2 hours and then

to quench in air followed by a draw at Io00oF. The eyl-

inders were held at this temperature for at least two hours*

The equilibrator plungers were to small that they could not

be quenched on this fixture, therefore, they were oil quench-

ed and given the same draw. The results of this hardening

as far as hardness was concerned were as follows,

The hardness of the air quenched c:;linders as hardened

varied from Brinell 364 - 4928. The hardness of the oil

quenched plungers as hardened was Brinell 364-401. The

Brinell obtained on the draw for the air hardened cylinders

was 302 - 311 - 321 - 321 - 364 - 387 and for the oil

hardened plngers 286 - 321 - 364. In a few cases draw

temperatures other than 1000 were found necessary and the

following results were obtained*

For the air hardened cylinders drawn at 1015F, PBrinell

hardness of 286 - 314 - 321 and for the oil hardened plunger

364. For air hardened cylinders drawn at lO0OF a BrineUl

hardness of 286 - 2939

"N-8
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''ie hysical ,roperties obtained were somewhat erratic.

It was originally attempted to determine the elastic limit

by the drop of the bean method but this vws found impossible

as there ,'as no perceptible drop of the beam* It Mas found

necessary to plot the stress strain curves of the specimens

and to assuame the elastic limit, as that point at which the

proportion between the stress and the strain r.reatly in-

creased. It was in fact token as that point where the curve

started to break from a straight line to a curve. The aurves

for the specimens pulled are shown -1 charts numbers 1 to 5

inclusive. It will be noticed that these curves show some

rather wide variationse 'this was the cause of considerable

question. It was also noted that the test specimens oft-

tines brohe In a lnnr-it.ivinal direction ns £hoim in the in-

cloQd ý, ,'.ture before they broke off laterally. '..he breaks

arG 7 zo-wn in two other pictures which illustrate the jagged

non-.uniform type of fracture with its accompanyin? longitud-

inal cracks. "everal Charpy impact specimens of this steel

Are prepared and broken* These specimens showed, with two

exceptiLons, a fairly uniform but very low impact value as

follow,

-0-.
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,pecimen i3rinell

:,ark n1e A. Lbs. laueos

1 146 540

z 136 20*77 311

1 146 ",. 99

1 A4b*2 6.98

.3 125.5 36.60 )
N )

3 144 •,285)

3 147,5 4,39 ) 364-322-364-321-302-340,
)

3 145.5 6.49 )i )
3145.5 6,49 )

)
3 1.17.5 4.39 )

2 146 5.99 332

146*5 5j19 ) 302-321

146 4.99 )
""n!fort'unately these specimens got 'iixed up in the

Laboratory before the Brinell hardhnesses could be taken

so that it 'is i-n.)ssible to sav exactly .tich specinen
Saad aný, iven hardnes- except or thobe two specimens

lit and 2 of -ich there was only one ropresentative Oharpy

test specimen.

'li steel was then exarzined rdiicroscopically, Picture

" o. s i a -icrograph or the steel as received in the armeal-

ed condition. 'VIagnifcation 120,. This shows nmmerous in-

nonsionsi wich -n-ve us our first inkling that the irreagilar-

!ties in the tensile test and the -oeeuliar breaks niight 1'e

:hze to 2irt:: steel. 'icture "o. 10 is a -icrol-raph of an

-10-



Air quench fror 1E23OF.

Draw IO0 00°F.

llag. 12N5,1
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O.i oevich fronY6~P

As Aardened struortuLre,

4. ~Loflitudin&J. specimen,

LAE. 120Y.
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Air quench 1825 0 FO

D~raw 10000 F#

Unetched sPecimenf shm~-flg inclusionls*
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mir quenched specimen drawn at 1000 degrees, magnifica-

tion 125X. This shows the almost complete martensetia

structure obtained in this steel* It was then questioned.

as to whether the micro structure of an oil quenched speoi-

men would be any better. A small piece of steel, approx-

imately 3/8E3 square, wa3 oil quenched and then polished

and etched. 2tcrograph No* 1I shows this piece of steel*

It shows the same microscopic structures This specimen

is taken longitudinally of the bar and the inclusions shown

in this micrograph are drawn out and elongated. A speci-

men of this steel was then examined under the microscope

in the unetched condition, Micrograph No. 12 shows the

condition thus found#

A thin slice of a 3-5/811 bar was given a macro etch.

This showed a rather porous center and around the exterior

it showed the presence of several elongated string-like

inclusions* see picture No* 15.

tAfter heat treatment, it was found necessary to straight-

on all of the cylinders. Originally it was attempted to do

this cold, Th:e first cylinder tried straightened without any

trouble, The second cylinder broke under a rather light load*

STwo specimens were taken from this cylinder and pulled in

the T-aboratory. See graphs No. 2 and 3. The question of

Scomparative hardness betren exterior and interior was

also investigated on this broken cylinder and it was found

that t:he interior gave a Brinell hardness of 311 against

• -11-
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a Brinell hardness of 293 on the exterior. The remain-

ing cylinders were all heated to about 900 degrees and

straightened hot. There was no difficulty in so straight-

ening them and to date they have exhibited very little

tendency to iarp.

In the completion of this job, t1hese cylinders will

be welded into yokes and heads welded into the air cylinders.

Inasmuch as this material had exhibited a high sensitivity

to heat, the effect of this welding on the material was in-

vestigated. Two flat pieces of metal about 1/2" thick were

welded together, after first having taken an average Rock-

well C hardness across one of these plates. This hardness#

which averaged Rockwell C 37,9 or about 364 Brinell, was

reduced by the welding operation to an average Rockwell C

of 30.4 or about Brinell 296. The four air cylinders which

had the head welded in were also tested for hardness* Cyl-

inder No. 1 showed a hardness of Brinell 401 at the weld

and 363 about three inches away from the weld. Cylinder No.

S2 showed Brinell 255 in the weld and about 401 three inches

from the weld* Cylinder No. 3 showed 363 in the veld and

about 415 three inches fron the weld. Cylinder No. 4 showed

401 in the weld and about 429 three inches from the weld. The

hardness figure for the point three inches from the weld my

be questioned Inasmuch as the vll thickness of these cyl-

inders is -only 5/16 of an inch so that it is probable that

the Brinell reading is unreliable. The Brinell reading



taken in the weld was taken directly over the welded-in

head so that the metal was completely supported at this

point. NTevertheless these figures seem to show that the

welding operation, depending upon the welder,, may either

soften or harden this inetalo This is readily understand-

able when thought is given to welding temperatures and

to the fact that this !.v an air hardening steel, It was

also found that the welding of the head into the cyl-

inder caused the cylinders to go out of round up to .005

inches. Inasmuch as these cylinders have not yet been

welded into the yokes, no information is available as to

the result of this operation, but it is anticipated that

it may both war-p the cylinder and cause it to go slightly

out of round.

The following is a partial report on the machining

of the stainless iron. It will be several weeks before

this work is completede To date no serious difficulties

have been encountered in machining or grinding this mater-

ial. The shp has successfully handled material with

Brinell hardnesses ranging from 302 to 387. This mater-

ial was originally drilled in the •techer Drill to inter-

"ior diameters ranging up to 3-1/8 incheo.

• -13-
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Feed *O)4" per revolution. Speed 58 R.P.M. This

is the equivalent of drilling 17-1/4" per hour* The heat

treated cylinders were then hognosed with a

Cut .125"

Peed .025" per revolution*

surfact& speed 24 fto per minute,

They were rough turned with a

Cut 3/3211

Feed *027" per revolution,

wurface speed 37 fte per minute.

They were rough reamed with a

Feed *008" per revolution.

6urface speed 24 ft. per minute.

Cut .05",

They were finish remned with a wood pack reamer re-

moving .015 to .020" stock with a

Feed .012" per revolution.

(urface speed 24 ft. per minute.

They were finish turned with a

Cut 1/32"

Feed .02.7" per revolution.

Sum-face speed 37 ft, per minute.

The exterior surface will be finished by grinding

which to date, although only about 10% 'one, has shown

no difficulties.

-14-



The wood pack reamer blades used were made of StarZenith and ReX AA Steel* The turning tools vers made of

a 'special Watertown Arsenal Molybdenum Tool Steel,, Rex

AA and Nasco steels* The interior square thread has been

easily cut follow~ing ordinary-shop routine, The drilling

and counterboring of the communicating holes in these cyl-

inders hoas boen accomplished with no trouble following

ordinary shop practice* The cutting of the interior key-

ways has also been accoplished without difficulty follow-

ing the usual shop practice. Regular shop tools have so
far been found satisfactory.

1he advisability of adopting this material for gen-

eral manufacture is questioned* Even though it is readily

possible to machine stainless iron, the metallurgical con-

siderations seem to out-weigh its value otherwise* That

is, the material shows a very low impact value and no way

has been foi;nd here to increase this value. The heat

treatment of this raterial is troublesome in that a change

of temperature of 10 degrees has changed the hardness by

as much as f'ifty points B3rinell, The literature avail-

able on the heat treatment and the physical properties

to be expected has been found quite inaccurateb The phy-

sical properties obtained with any standard heat treat-

ment have been found to give wide variations. The assembly

of these parts by welding can also be expected to cause

both soft and hard spots in the finished cylinders.

-l5--



The temperatures at vhich this material has to be

-hardened are so high, namely 1825 0 F, and the soaking time

at this temperature so long, approximately two hours, that

it is seriously doubted whether any standard type of fur-

nace would stand up in continuous operation without ex-

cessive cost for repairs due to continued usage at this

high temperature* The soaking time required at the draw-

ing temperature is also approximately two hours* These

long periods would tend to slow up a quantity production

of this material. It has not been possible Par us to

harden more than six cylinders in any one day and this

only after having set our electric furnaces so that they

automatically switched on at about 1:00 A9M* which mans

that our furnaces were used for approximately fifteen

hours in order to get a production of six units. Where

power costs are high, this would imm the heat treating

cost of this material up considerably,

L. S. Fletcher,
Lt., Ord* Dept.,

U.S.Ao
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